OPEN
CALL

TEMPTATION 2021

1. OCCASION
The Stichting Bosch Parade foundation will be performing its ninth Bosch Parade on June 17, 18,
19 and 20, 2021. Bosch Parade is a biannual, globally unique artistic event on water in the historic
heart of ‘s-Hertogenbosch. It is an authentic parade of contemporary artworks, visualisations and
soundscapes inspired by the work of the world famous painter Jheronimus Bosch (1450-1516).
Visual art, performance art and community art mutually reinforce one another in this ‘armada
of anomalies’. Entirely new and multidisciplinary artworks, inspired by the works of Jheronimus
Bosch are created for Bosch Parade. Bosch Parade has the explicit goal NOT to create replicas of
images of Jheronimus Bosch’s artwork.

2. BOSCH PARADE IS NOW
LOOKING FOR YOU
We are looking for sailing art installations
inspired on The Temptation of Saint Anthony
for the coming Bosch Parade edition on the
theme of temptation, to be performed in 2021.
The inspiration document ‘Temptation 2021'
that has been developed by the artistic
collective will provide contenders the
framework through which we’ll be looking to
visualise the theme.
We happily invite multidisciplinary
professional makers (m/f) to show us their
imagination: visual artists, architects, social
artists, choreographers, stage designers,
directors, dramatists, text writers, composers,
dancers, circus performers, costume
designers, lighting designers or film makers
and other artists.
The art works selected from the Open Call,
together with some works of specially invited
artists, will shape the Bosch Parade 2021
edition.
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3. ABOUT BOSCH PARADE
The sailing parade honours the genius and innovative spirit of the artist
Jheronimus Bosch AND the town of ‘s-Hertogenbosch. This medieval water city,
that is also a stronghold, creates a splendid scene for the sailing parade created
by artists from the town of ‘s-Hertogenbosch, from the province of NorthBrabant and from all over the world – all of this in the true Brabantian tradition
of cooperation between the city and its inhabitants.

DNA

Bosch Parade will be using professional art
to unite, inspire and surprise people just like
Jheronimus Bosch did 500 years ago – and
still does. In doing so, we’ll be offering our
spectators a view on the world as if they
themselves were ‘contemporary Jheronimusses’, thus making this world a bit more
authentic and social. The Bosch Parade DNA
distinguishes itself for its originality, craftsmanship and artistic eloquence.

ORIGINALITY

Bosch Parade has a very recognisable artistic
signature by using art works on water in the
form of a sailing parade with Jheronimus
Bosch as its source of inspiration. This is
supplemented by a multidisciplinary attitude
and the cooperation between the city and its
inhabitants in the creation of the works of
art yielding new, astonishing and high-level
contemporary art works borne and carried out
in cooperation with the local community. As a
sailing art parade, we occupy a global niche.

CRAFTSMANSHIP

Bosch Parade aims at top quality in order to
realise the event. The project is fully developed by professional artists from various
disciplines and carried through under their
supervision. New layers are added by working
in a collective, attracting top artists for extra
quality input and by coaching young artists.
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Because of this interactive dialogue the artworks transcend individuality while respecting
personal signatures and artistic autonomy.

ARTISTIC ELOQUENCE

The impact of working with art on water
is profound. The thousands of spectators,
irrespective of their age, level of education
or country of origin, are moved by the contemporary art sailing by against the splendid
background of the fortified medieval city. The
dedication of hundreds of participants, large
groups of amateur performers and volunteers
makes Bosch Parade a spectacular excursion
the visitors will remember for a very long time.

BOSCH PARADE AS A PATRON

Before each edition, Bosch Parade issues a
new invitation to tender for visual art, musical
composition and lyrics to both young and established talents. We’ll be creating a four week
long working and meeting space in which
artists, performers and other participants –
including target groups distanced from culture
– can work and rehearse together.

THE COMMUNITY

The Bosch Parade Community consists of
all the people who care for Bosch Parade
and make sure the event can be maintained.
Within the community, the main cohesive
force is Jheronimus Bosch’s creative spirit.

The community is very much alive during
the preparation and performance phases of
Bosch Parade. All sorts of people work closely
together within the performance as a whole
as well as in parts of the parade: professionals, skilled experts, hobbyists, amateurs and
people eager to learn something new. Besides,
virtually anyone can participate: individuals,
groups, sports clubs, music societies, dance
companies, musical groups, theatre companies and inhabitants of the city of ‘s-Hertogenbosch or from outside the municipality.
Our community therefore consists of anyone
willing to contribute to the Bosch Parade
event.
Bosch Parade is created WITH the city. This
means, a large number of art works will be
co-created, involving many other parties. We
aim at inclusiveness by forging surprising
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alliances with specific target groups. We
already have groups standing by to participate
– like the Sociaal Theater (actors and extras)
and several music societies. Also, a growing
number of companies and institutions have
joined the Bosch Parade Community. Some,
like SPARK Makers Zone (offering working
space and machines) and Babel (making
public workspace available) are directly facilitating multidisciplinary makers.
Bosch Parade is also a fluid community,
meaning there’s room to join for a longer or
shorter period of time. Thus, the community
is explicitly open to expats, (foreign) guests,
trainees and school classes. The community gathers in our open air workshop during
rehearsals and performance days.

4. CONDITIONS
The dates and times for the development and performance of Bosch Parade are
fixed and mandatory in that sense. In case these dates do not match your
personal schedule, then signing up to Bosch Parade is pointless.
>> go to the Bosch Parade Time line (page 10)

CONTEMPORARY WORK

The sailing installation and/or work (of art)
must be a new piece created by a multidisciplinary maker or an alliance. The separate
works combined, will shape the sailing parade
on water. The dimensions of the installations
need to stay within the maximum size range
set because there’s a number of bridges we
need to sail under. The work must also be
suited to safely sail the Dommel River itself –
if applicable, with people present on or inside
the work. Propulsion of the works on and in
the water is allowed by using silent motorised drive (which is the most environmentally-friendly option available).
For more information, please go to the
Guideline ‘The Art of Working on Water’

MULTIDISCIPLINARY
PROFESSIONAL MAKER

A ‘multidisciplinary professional maker’ is
defined by Bosch Parade as a person who
works in a multidisciplinary way on a professional basis. This could mean: working with
materials, within artistic disciplines and/or in
multidisciplinary alliances. This person needs
to have undergone relevant higher professional training (Dutch: hbo) or have at least three
years of proven professional experience.

DEVELOPING AN AUTHENTIC
‘GESAMTKUNSTWERK’

The parade is comprised of autonomous
works of art synthesised into an armada.
These separate works combined create a tale
on water forged by play directions, music,
costumes and lyrics. The most important
prerequisite is that the tendered work of art
can be related to the other works. The Bosch
Parade artistic collective makes the Open Call
selection and guards the overall concept.
Because music is an intrinsic part of Bosch
Parade, a special composer for the 2021 edition has been designated. She will be writing
the composition that’s performed live by the
musicians. The composer welcomes anyone
with propositions and ideas to submit a plan.
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COMMUNITY

Because we value the Bosch Parade Community cooperation to a high degree, we prefer
makers who are willing to engage others in
their art work and working methods through
active cultural participation. This can be
achieved by including co-makers, swimmers,
actors, extras, musicians, dancers and choirs
into their works. To engage a specific target
group in the theme ‘The Temptation’ during
your preparations, execution or performance would also be in line with our inclusive
philosophy.
To us, makers are at the core. Therefore, a
maker is personally responsible for the cooperation with the engaged community. Yet,
Bosch Parade supports this process through
its community manager. And, in partnership
with the community manager, a maker’s
cooperation with a specific (local) group can
be guided even further – especially for those
makers who come from far out of town. Bosch
Parade will also welcome the Bosch Parade
Community during the joint rehearsals, performances and (not unimportantly) the after
party.

EXPENSES FOR A MORE
DETAILED PLAN

In September, the preselected makers will be
invited for a talk about potential further work
on their plans. In this phase of more detailed
specifications, you may be asked to hand over
a more comprehensive draft design. For this
more detailed specification, Stichting Bosch
Parade offers a €500 (excluding VAT) reimbursement for the expenses of each plan.

COMPENSATION AND BUDGET FOR
THE WORKS OF ART

On the basis of an approved plan (including
a production plan) a binding working budget
is set. This budget will encompass material
costs, production costs, fees and cost for
hiring third parties like performers. By indication: for material and production costs, a reference amount of €2,000 (excluding VAT) for

a small scale work, that can easily be realised
in a personal workshop, could be considered
appropriate The reference amount for a more
complex and larger scale object would be
€10,000 (excluding VAT).
The eventual fee depends on the size and
complexity but must also meet the minimum
standard set by the Richtlijn Kunstenaarshonoraria (the Dutch guideline on artists’
fees) and the Fair Practice Code. For hiring
third parties, like performers to be deployed,
construction supervisors or support personell
in engaging a specific target group, additional
financial agreements are made.
Within the project framework there is scope
for personally arranging additional (material)
sponsors. However, sponsorship advertising
is never allowed on the works of art themselves and can only be done in a manner that has
been approved by the organisation. Therefore,
you need to consult the organisation well
before you make any arrangement with a
supplier.
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PROPERTY

A completed work will remain the maker’s
property after the Bosch Parade performances. Makers are entitled to further exploit their
works.

INCLUSIVENESS AND DIVERSITY

During the selection procedure, diversity
criteria are also taken into account and the organisation explicitly aims at a gender balance
among its participating makers. 20% of the
makers are young talents under the age of 30
and 20% of the makers have a non-Dutch or
an international cultural background.

CORONA

Naturally, the Bosch Parade organisation is
monitoring the COVID-19 pandemic developments very closely. We cannot currently
predict what the circumstances in June 2021
will be. Therefore, we will be organising the
2021 Bosch Parade as planned. Under extreme circumstances, we may decide to delay
Bosch Parade by a year. Fundamental premise
is, that the Parade is safe for both participants
and audiences. Naturally, we’ll inform you in
due time in case me make that decision.

5. PLAN SUBMISSION
The plan is to be submitted in a single (1) PDF document that includes the following items:

1.

Basic information (of all the people with whom you submit the plan) including personal
data: name, address, residence, telephone number, email address, website, date of birth, type
of education/training and optionally their KvK number (Dutch Chamber of Commerce
registry) and btw-number (VAT number).

2.

Resume (maximum length: 2 pages, size A4) including at least a short Statement: why do
you do what you do? What are you committed to as a maker?

3.
4.
5.

A plan Description (maximum length: 1 page, size A4): what would you be offering Bosch
Parade and which element in the Jheronimus Bosch painting The Temptation of Saint
Anthony inspired you to want to carry out this plan? Add one or more preliminary sketches
of your idea or design.

Action plan (maximum length: 2 pages, size A4): a general outline of your practical
processes, your planning, organisations you wish to work with, construction executives or
performers. You also need to include a first (rudimentary) budget forecast.

A Portfolio on your website or in a PDF file (maximum length: 5 pages, size A4) with a
selection of relevant works created after 2015.

If finally selected, you would be commissioned by Bosch Parade. The open call is open to
individuals, as well as duos and collectives (up to a maximum of 4 core members). Plans not
meeting the criteria set above, will not be read.

PLAN SUBMISSION AND TRANSMISSION

The link boschparade.nl/open-call-verleiding will take you to an online form. Please enter your
data and upload your plan as a pdf file. In case your plan is larger than 10 MB, please send it via
email to opencall@boschparade.nl by using a WeTransfer link. You will then receive a conformation email affirming that your registration and submission have been received in good order.
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6. SELECTION PROCEDURE
Bosch Parade will be judging the submitted plans on their quality, originality and
general appeal to a broad audience. Furthermore, an assessment will be made
as to which works of art have the strongest combined impact in our view.

The artistic collective making the selection for the 2021 edition, consists of :

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Miesjel van Gerwen (Bosch Parade’s artistic leader, ‘s-Hertogenbosch)
Sarah Moeremans (director, Rotterdam)*
Erik Vink (social artist, ’s-Hertogenbosch)
Lucas Kastelijn (dramatist, ‘s-Hertogenbosch)
Wessel Verrijt (visual artist, Eindhoven)
Dyane Donck (composer, Breda)
Joachim Robbrecht (copywriter, Brussel)

From 2021 she will be part of the permanent artistic core of Het Zuidelijk Toneel led by Piet Menu.
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OPEN CALL TIME LINE
OPEN CALL (2 MONTHS)				JULY & AUGUST
DEADLINE OPEN CALL 				SEPTEMBER 1ST, AT NOON
1ST SELECTION					SEPTEMBER
No later than the 22nd of September 2020 the preselected makers will receive an invitation to discuss
and illustrate their plan by means of a presentation.
You may receive a request to specify your design
on certain points beforehand. The invitation will be
sent via email.

DISCUSSIONS & FURTHER SPECIFICATION

		
The discussions with the preselected makers will
take place between September 27 and October 10,
2020.

SEPTEMBER 27 - OCTOBER 10

FINAL SELECTION 					NOVEMBER 1
Pursuant to these discussions, a final selection
is made. No later than November 1, you’ll hear
whether your idea is sailing along in the Bosch
Parade armada of 202. Additional (practical and
financial) agreements will be made.

DISCLAIMER

Contenders will receive a formal decision on their
submission no later than September 22, 2020.
There will be no (written) communication regarding
the assessment of the plans submitted in reaction
to the open call, unless you are invited for a presentation.
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BOSCH PARADE TIME LINE
TRANSPORT						WEEKS 20 – 23
of floating objects to the open air workshop			

(mai 17 - june 11)

												
WORK 						WEEKS 20 – 23

on projects and objects in the open air workshop

(mai 17 - june 11)

BUOYANCY TESTS					WEEKS 20 – 23
by appointment in the open air workshop			

(mai 17 - june 11)

REHEARSALS, BY APPOINTMENT			

WEEK 23 (june 7 - 11)

SCHEDULED REHEARSALS 				

JUNE 12 starting 9:00 a.m.

1ST FULL DRESS REHEARSAL 				

JUNE 13 starting at noon

TRYOUT ON THE DOMMEL RIVER 			

JUNE 15 starting 18:00 p.m.

BOSCH PARADE 2021 ON THE DOMMEL RIVER
PREMIERE						JUNE 17 starting 18:00 p.m.
2ND PERFORMANCE 					JUNE 18 starting 18:00 p.m.
3RD PERFORMANCE 					JUNE 19 starting 13:00 p.m.
GRAND FINALE 					JUNE 20 starting 13:00 p.m.

DISASSEMBLY AND TRANSPORT 			
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JUNE 21 & 22 starting 9:00 a.m.

OPEN
CALL

TEMPTATION
2021
DEADLINE SEPTEMBER 1, 2020 AT 12 NOON
For answers to frequently asked questions,
please go to boschparade.nl/en/open-call-temptation

DISCLAIMER

This Open Call document has been created by Stichting Bosch Parade. You are not allowed to
copy (any part of) it without Bosch Parade’s prior written consent.
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For Bosch
questions
orOpen
comments
Parade
Call 2021you can reach us at opencall@boschparade.nl.

